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How we will study  Philippians 



Always Start with Prayer 
 Psalm 119:18:  

• Open my eyes  

– so I can truly 

see the 

marvelous 

things in your 

law! 



Bible is like a Tapestry 
We need to study it just like it was made: layer by layer 



ONE MEANING 
• Scripture has one meaning 

• It’s not  all relative 

• Everyone’s opinion of what the Bible means 
is not equally valid. 



FINDING THE ONE MEANING 

• How do we find THE ONE 

meaning? 

–  By learning what the author 

meant. 

• How do we do that?   

– By learning what the original 

audience would have 

understood he meant.  



Who said it? 

• Authorship 

• Was there a 

relationship 

between author 

and reader? 

• Different authors 

have different 

styles 

Same 
Book 

Same 
author 

Same 
Subject 



To whom was it said? 

• General/Unspecifi

ed vs. Specific 

• Ethnic/cultural 

background 

• Religious 

background 



Under what circumstances was 

it said? 

• Subject under 

discussion 

• Theme– main point 

• Tone and mood 



Scripture Interprets Scripture 

• One writer may explain what 
another writer meant. 

• The plain will help with the 
symbolic  

• No part of Scripture can be 
interpreted in such a way to render 
it in conflict with what is taught 
elsewhere in Scripture.  It must be 
read as a unified whole. 



Background of  

Letter to Philippians 

 Mostly Gentiles 

 First Persecuted 

church in Europe 

 Personal Relationships 

 Prison Epistle 

 Roman Veterans 

Colony 



First, Let’s Define Our Terms 

 ". . . I consider 

looseness with 

words no less of a 

defect than 

looseness of the 

bowels."  

 John Calvin 



It’s all about attitude! 

 

 Definition of ATTITUDE 

 a mental position with regard to a fact or state  

 a feeling or emotion toward a fact or state  

 a state of mind  

 Synonyms 

 Thinking:  

 angle, approach, bent, frame of mind, inclination, leaning, prejudice,  

 Feeling:  

 demeanor, mood, hostility or affection 

 Being:  

 mental state, mindset, point of view, standpoint 



BREAKOUT SESSIONS 



Time for an Attitude Adjustment  
Discussion of  

Applying what we learned 

•Beliefs 

•Behavior 

•Sharing & 
Defending 



OUR BELIEFS 

• About God 

• About Christ 

• About us 

• About Salvation 



OUR BEHAVIOR 

• What to do 

• What not to do 

• When to do it 
 



SHARING & DEFENDING 

• Contemporary issues 

• False teachings 

• Worldviews 
 


